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RIGHTS
DEFEAT
On Wed., May 12th, the New
York State Gay Rights Bill
went down to a crushing de-
feat, in the NY Assembly. The
bill, which would have barred
employers and landlords from
discriminating against gays,
was rejected by an overwhelm-
ing 94 to 35 vote.
The bill's sponsor, Wm.
Passanante (D., Manhattan),
told his uptight colleagues:
"Nobody tells you you have
to condone homosexuality. It's
not our right to interpret
anyone's lifestyle." But,
legendary homophobe Peter Mirto
(D., Brooklyn) called the
rights proposal "the height
of degeneracy."
Lynne Taylor, lobbying
consultant for the N.Y. State
Coalition of Gay Organizations
(NYSCGO), worked long and hard
throughout the '76 legislative
session to bring the bill up
for a vote. Having been assur-
ed of an 'off-the-record' 71
votes in favor of the bill
before its roll-call, (leaving
only 5 additional 'swing' votes
necessary for passage) Ms.
Taylor was outraged over the
hypocritical turn-of-events
evidenced by the lopsided vote.
When asked by the STH
FREEDOM about 'what went wrong'
Ms. Taylor cited what she felt
were 2 main reasons —our old
nemesis the Catholic Church
lobby's influence, and the fact
that many legislators shied away
from a potentially sticky issue
in this, an election year.
Also, on the day our rights
bill came up for a vote, the
'right-to-life, forces were
present in the Capitol in full
force, which was a detriment.
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EDITORIAL
Occasionally some "genius"
gets the idea into his head
that he can make money by
showing ALL MALE—ALL ACTION
films. He does - lots ofmoney. Friday night it was
our great (sic) treat to wit-
ness one of these spectacular,
full color, sound included,
all male all action films. It
was some effort called Ballet
Down the Highway.
The greatest surprise of
the film was the fact that
there was some attempt at
what could be called, for
lack of a better description,
a plot. What it was, however,
escapes us at this moment. Oh
well, that's to be expected.
After all, one can be forgiven
for forgetting something as
minor as the plot of a truly
great epic if the acting is
really OUTSTANDING.
The cast of unknowns
(thankfully unknown) will be
remembered for years to come.
Unfortunately our notes don't
seem to have included their
names. But we're sure we
would remember them if that
particular film ever plays
here again.
And the action, well, what
can one say...When you've seen
one-way, two-way, three-way
and even five-way sex you've
really seen it all. There
were enough cock & jock shots
to satisfy even the most jaded
observer.
The dialog, when there
were human sounds other than
heavy breathing and other audial
indications of the sex act,
was truly brilliant, as exemp-
plified by, "Why don't youse
guys leave Joe alone? So what
if he is a fag. You didn't
object when he did you in the
john." Truly Oscar-winning
writing!
The film did have one
saving grace. The apartment
of one of the major, eight
inches at least, characters
was really nice. He had a
chair, carved from wood,
apparently, that was shaped
like a human hand. Shades
of Fay Rayel And the plants
were well watered and placed
beautifully around the rather
spacious setting. The stereo
was not too bad either.
There is just one minor
detail that has always bothered
people every time they see one
of these flicks. We realize
that the state of the art is
really advanced these days,
far more so than twenty-five
years ago, when we first
viewed one of these works of
art. But where, can someone
please tell us, do they hide
THAT (you know which one)
microphone.
Now we are sure that the
line that separates porn and
erotica is located somewhere
in the mind of each individual
observer, and NOT in the law
as laid down, or out, by the
wilted-Willies of some pseudo-
legalistic, church controlled
branch of government. We do,
however, object to the fact
FROMOURMAILBAG
Dear Friends,
Thank you for the best
publication around. It's one
of the few sensible things
left for decent people to
read. Truly, your magazine
has been a comfort to many
during these trying times.
Because of the strength it's
given mc, I feel I can now
tell you what I've been going
through during the past months.
The sickness is everywhere,
I know that now. Week after
week I hid the facts from
myself. Finally, I had to
face the truth--my sister was
a HETEROSEXUAL. My own sister!
At first I thought it was
a phase, but soon I could see
she was completely involved
with men. God knows, I tried
my hardest to stop it. I
introduced her to some of the
most eligible young women I
knew, I threw out her dresses,
(she had 8_ of theml) and
finally I took her to my
doctor. When I saw her shaking
her head I burst into tears.
There was nothing more anyone
could do.
Well, it's too late for my
sister, but I know others can
and will be saved by people
like you who still write the
truth. I hope my letter will
warn someone in time.
Les B. Anne
•
Hello People,
Just recently got back to
fun city and altho it hasn't
changed much, the sth Freedom
certainly has. I was really
quite surprised to see them
being sold in a gay bar in
Buffalo and when I dug the new
format I just had to get all
the back issues.
I was quite taken by Benji's
article on the military, hav-
ing served a brief tour of
duty in bootcamp, and agreed
with all of what he said. Pity
he didn't mention the "drop-
ping the soap in the showers"
routine. Also liked, mean real
really liked, Dorm Holley's
piece on anal intercourse. I
can relate to alot that he
said because I had mucho pro-
blems with getting fucked. I
ran the gauntlet of penis sizes
sizes, lubricants and positions
and none of them worked. I
just couldn't relax.
Then I met this really dyna-
mite person who knew what he
was doing and for the first
time since I came out, I en-
joyed getting fucked. It was
an experience I'll never for-
get. I've been getting more
and more into tipping since
then. All that he said about
lubricants and an understanding
person is right-on.
You have a fantastic publi-
cation and I only wished you
were around seven years ago
when I needed you most. I see
you got your act together -
now if the rest of us can
follow suit, Buffalo would in-
deed be "Fun City"
Ben Dover
Butt, Montana
•
sth Freedom welcomes your res-
ponse.
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EXCERPTS FROM A CALIFORNIA
JOURNAL, PT. 2 by BURTON WEISS
Berkeley again, December 28.
San Francisco has all sorts
of gay "scenes," lifestyles,
neighborhoods, art, publi-
cations, bars, businesses,
social, political, and phil-
anthropic organizations,
evident for the most part to
all but the blind. Berkeley,
just across the Bay does not.
How come?
I think the difference can
be ascribed in part to a
sub-cultural phenomenon I
like to call "the Boys of
Berkeley"--most of whom are
involved, to one degree or
another, in the restless
street-life of Telegraph Ave-
nue and are otherwise not much,
if ever, in school. Somehow
the word "gay," in the ordi-
nary sexual sense (i.e., not
the one I suggested in "Notes
and Questions"--viz. "comfort-
able with...homoerotic feel-
ings and their expression..."),
does not apply to hundreds
and hundreds of boys who from
a very early age (13, 11, even
7!) have been having guiltless,
unforced, socially approved,
sexual relations with older
men, other boys, girls, women.
Naturally, "straight" applies
even less--and "bisexual,"
for more than one reason, is
out of the question. These
boys have a style all their
own—as if they were a gener-
ation apart from everybody
else. I suspect that most of
them would feel as uncomfort-
able with a standard sexual-
political "identity" ("straight
or "gay") as they would with
any of the pseudo-scientific
ones which have functioned
in this century as implements
of oppression ("homosexual,"
"heterosexual," "bisexual").
Certainly 1_ never heard them
talk about themselves in such
terms.
For a variety of reasons,
Berkeley is fertile ground
for this unrestricted new
style. For one thing, it con-
tains a disproportionately
large number of youths who've
been "on their own," in impor-
tant ways, from an early age:
runaways from all over the
country, kids whose parents
abandoned them or threw them
out, as well as kids whose
parents care so much about
them they're willing to support
them (if support is desired)
in whatever they themselves
want to do—i.e., "advanced"
or libertarian parents, par-
ticularly in so far as sex-
uality is concerned.
Personally, by the way, I
don't find many of "the Boys
of Berkeley" appealing,
except sexually (and even
then--ah, but I must admit
that the gray, "wasted look"
that marked most young people
in Berkeley, not just this
sub-culture, in the heyday of
hard drugs just a few years
ago, has given way, as I first
observed on my visit last
year, to something more like
"healthy Californian"): many
of them mumble, or talk only
jive of one sort or another;
they look apathetic, "out of
it," though are often sweet,
if not quite gentle; never-
theless, they know all about
hustling, "getting by," or
even "making it" in the world,
but know very little else and
don't seem interested in
learning more. (Some of
these boys, even the youngest
teenagers, are experts on the
prices and markets, but not
the workings, of expensive
things, particularly consumer
goods--or bads—of the high
technology.) Worse, they're
not just almost always "unin-
tellectual" (or at least too
unintellectual for mc), but
seem to lack basic curiosity
about the large world they
live in; and although many
often take senseless risks,
with drugs, alcohol, petty
theft, fast-moving vehicles,
they seem, even those who've
grown into "young adults,"
to lack basic "political"
courage (as well as know-how)--
i.e., the ability and will to
assert themselves, their
communities of friends, their
needs and rights, and what-
ever else they hold dear, in
the society at large. They
frequently depend for such
courage and know-how on older,
intellectual types—on my
type, that is--who grew up,
who were very much "raised,"
very differently. This apol-
iticalness is no doubt re-
lated to the Boys' discomfort
kaaording to a survey
taken by the U.S. De-
partment of Justice _, a
total of 1403 000 gay
males reside in San
Franaisao--out of a total
population of 700,000!
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GAY PRIDE: WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU
by BRIAN MacARTHUR, MARTHA MAGILL, et a\
Gay. Pride Week approaches,
we"find-the elusive term "gay
pride" being tossed back and
forth within the minds of
people in the community. We
attempted to shed some light
on the topic by asking you,
the people of the Buffalo Gay
Community, to give us your
views of what gay pride means
to you. Here are some of your
responses:
"It's a self-acceptance.
I don't know if I'm 'proud' to
be gay, any more than I'm
'proud' to be able to write
songs; I'm just happy to be at
peace with myself. Everything
stems from that, you know..."
(graphic designer and
songwriter)
"Being happy that I am gay
is important to mc. If being
proud means that I have a self-
justifiable, self-respecting
attitude, then pride by all
means is part of that happiness.
I would never deny my gayness
for any reason...but if pride
reverts to a pompous display
of one's self, then it becomes
self-defeating. I think that
appreciation of the entire
self, and a successful balancing
of all of one's inherit charac-
teristics is far more important
than, and should come before,
the question of one's pride.
Pride is far too often unanaly-
zed, and as a result, is often
false."
(male artist)
"'Gay Pride1 means the
acceptance of ourselves as
people, regardless of what
others might think. One should
always keep in mind there is
much to his make-up besides his
gayness." •
"'Gay Pride1 is showing
people who we really are. We
first have to come to grips
with ourselves as individuals.
We have to totally accept the
idea that we are gay, to
accept the idea that we are
also human, to be proud of
these facts and not ashamed.
If we cannot accept ourselves,
if we cannot accept others,
then we cannot accept the
truth."
(college graduate,
songwriter & poet)
•"Contribution to movement.
Most people are afraid to con-
tribute and afraid to realize
that they have little to lose
(relatively)."
(Lawyer)
•"I'm happy in knowing that
there's alot of others like
mc. I'm happy to be able to
be free enough in my mind and
to have friends who are free
enough in their minds to
accept the way I am...which is
more important than anything.
And to be able to love whoever
I want and not have to worry
about what the neighbors think.
It's my life and I'm proud
of the way I live."
(truckdriver & cook)
"Gay pride means rejecting
the negative connotations of
the stereotypes of straight
society and taking pride in
being yourself, even if this
includes what society says are
negative attributes. Not being
an Uncle Tom gay and not trying
to be All-American. If you
lisp and straight society says
this is negative and 'feminine,,
accept it, and be proud, be-
cause it is a part of you."
(member of rank and
file gay unemployed)
"Gay pride means 'never
having to say you're thorry."
(25-year-old
hedonist)
6
"Almost anything I do which
makes people aware that I'm
gay involves gay pride, such
as my coming out ceremony,
making everyone at work aware
that I'm gay, answering my
father's questions honestly,
and on and on."
(politically invol-
ved female--out
one year)
•
"What gay pride means:
Buttons .50
tee shirts 5.50
round trip bus ride to
march in NYC 25.00
'hip' gay patch 1.00
special issue 'gay'
magazine 3.00
set of lambda jewelry:
broach, necklace, ring 15.00
Gay Pride means about: $50.00
Say it loud. We're gay and
assimilated."
(politically involved
male)
•
"I never really thought
about it."
"I think this is a dumb
question."
"Gay Pride? Well...ummmmm."
•"When I meet another gay
person, I feel a kinship with
that person...when I think of
gay pride, I think of it as
not just that my being gay
is as good as your being
straight, but that it's better.
The term gay pride is good
in helping people come out,
but once you're out... instead
of instilling gay pride into
people, you should instill
that 'gay is good...To mc
pride means doing something
big, something better than
something else. For mc, I
can feel pride in that I'm
better now than I was a little
over a year ago."
(graduate of
Buff State College)
•"If it's something to be
thought about, it isn't real."
•As you can see, you gave us
a wide range of responses. In
eliciting these responses, we
found that gay pride perhaps
cannot be so easily defined.
In light of this, a great deal
of energy had to be focused
upon alternative means of ex-
ploring feelings of gay pride.
We often found the concept of
gay pride overlapping with (or,
in some people's minds, synon-
ymous with) concepts of gay
visibility, gay self-image,
and self-awareness. Thus, we
found that these concepts
could not be rigidly defined
or articially separated. People
are proud to be gay, but...
"I guess it's something
nobody thinks about until you're
asked."
WHAT GAY PRIDE
MEANS TO ME
by JOE DIETRICH
Free to love whomever I de-
sire... and able to have the
courage to accept it as natural
and beautiful, in the face of
world-wide oppression. To mc,
that is the essence of Gay
Pride. Owning up to my deep-
down gut feelings that scream
for a homosexual love. Those
feelings kept stifled for so
many years, while visions of
burning in eternal hell,
living in sin, and ending up
on skid row as a sick, demented,
pervert, danced in my head.
Those days are over...but they
left their mark. The de-pro-
graming goes on...it stops
when I lose my pride. I have
been coming out for the past
year and a half, and every day
I feel more beautiful. I
found myself. That alone was
an accomplishment. My reward
is peace of mind. I made the
effort to reach out using
every available means to find
my Gay Pride, in gay publica-
tions, periodicals, bars, and
cultivating close gay friend-
ships. ..they all played an
important part and still do.
Never again will I guard my
glances toward other men,
never again will I see any
humor in faggot jokes, nor
will I consider myself a freak
of nature, a psychiatric
disorder, a product of a "bad
upbringing", or any part of
the silent homosexual majority
who wallow in their own self-
pity. I am reborn, and as
before, screaming once again.
Now I follow my heart...l
enjoy shameless 10ve...1 feel
absolute contentment in the
company of my gay brothers
and sisters. Gay Pride is
realizing all my childhood
dreams...all my adult fan-
tasies. Probably the most
positive thing I've got
going for myself...is the
fact that...l Love Me. I
hold my head a little higher
now than I used to. I am
filled with much energy, and
I plan to direct it toward
achieving the goals of the
Gay movement. I am proud to
be gay and I am going to spread
that feeling around my marching
in New York City in July, by
donating time to the Buffalo
Gay Center, and by verbally
retaliating anti-gay remarks
heard in public or private.
The revolution has only just
begun, I believe we must pro-
ject our Gay Pride out in the
streets. It's this visibility
that will urge others out of
the closet forever.
REFUSAL
The U.S. Supreme
Court has flatly refused
to reconsider its March
29th decision upholding
states' sodomy laws.
The petition to recon-
sider was brought before
the court on Wed., May
19th, at the urging of
the National Gay Task
Force and civil liber-
ties activists.
Ik
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REVIEW
THE LESBIAN READER
by MARTHA S. MAGILL
(The Lesbian Reader, by Gina
Covina and Laurel Galana.
Oakland, Cα.: Amazon Press>
1975. $4.50)
Amazon Press, one of the
older, established women's
presses, for a number of years
published Amazon Quarterly, the
literary showcase of lesbian-
feminist journalism. The
Lesbian Reader is a compendium
of the best fiction, poetry,
and non-fiction contained
therein. All articles are
highly professional and high
quality is even throughout.
I found it to be a refreshing
change finding writing of
good quality after wading
through the "sea of mediocrity"
often found in small publi-
cations. The graphics are
superbly executed by Sharon
Behrends.
Fiction and poetry are the
core of this book. The
writing style, on the whole,
is personal and conversational,
dealing with day-to-day dyke
reality, as well as fantasy.
Familiar and not-so-familiar
feelings and realities are
given equal time. Sandy
Boucher's "The Woman Who Walk-
ed In The Night" treats the
age-old story of a "happily"
married artist who did not
realize her emotional potential
until she fell in love with
another woman. "The Sender
of Dreams", a modern-day
Gothic tale, describes the
developing relationship of
two women with unusual psychic
powers. The main poetic
themes are love-making and
menstruation, with a few ex-
ceptions, such as the familiar
"A Woman is Talking To Death",
by Judy Grahn.
The non-fiction entries are
also highly personal in writing
style, ranging from such issues
as exclusive monogamy vs. an
open relationship ("The Lesbian
Love Ethic") and how to go
about propagating the species
("Radical Reproduction: X
Without V") to broader topics,
such as creating a women's
culture and recapturing our
lost cultural heritage ("Toward
a Womanvisio" and "I Dream in
Female").
A number of the non-fiction
pieces touch on the idiosyn-
cratic. Over the years, I
have run across many polemical
articles which harp on the same
tired rhetorical cliches.
Carol Adams' "The Oedible
Complex: Feminism and Vege-
tarianism" successfully synthe-
sizes two topics which one
would normally think have no
relationship to each other,
turning out a creative analysis
of each. Laurel Galana and
Gina Covina, the founders and
editors of Amazon Quarterly,
conclude the book by including
an article on the processes
of setting up and maintaining
a women's press in the face of
financial exigencies and with-
out the aid of the male-domin-
ated publishing establishment.
Jane Rule
The Lesbian Reader has been
best summarised by the authors
themselves. "...it is both an
introduction to the lesbian
lifestyle and a showcase for
the work of women who quite
naturally take their lesbianism
for granted...it is for anyone
who would see the world through
woman-loving eyes."
Definitely worth buying.
LESBIAN IMAGES
by MICKIE WILLIAMS
(Lesbian Images* by Jane
Rule. Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1975. $9.95)
Lesbian Images by Jane Rule,
author of Desert of the Heart
and other lesbian novels, is
not the kind of book you read
when in the mood for light-
hearted entertainment. Nope,
this is heavy stuff, y'all.
That is not to say that there
is no humor here. But even
the laughter is shot through
and through with a sense of
tragedy and a bitter anger.
What Ms. Rule has done is
examine the lives of twelve
well known and not-so-well-
known women writers through the
medium of their works and in
the context of their times.
Some of them were self-pro-
fessed lesbians. Some were
not. But all of them were
emotionally, mentally, spirit-
ually involved in the struggle
of women to survive in society.
Given the society they lived
in, it is a wonder any of them
survived at all.
I read the book in two in-
stallments, mainly because it
was s_o depressing. Jane Rule
makes these women come alive
and the agony of watching
brilliant minds and free spirits
like Colette, May Sarton and
Ivy Compton-Burnett crushed
over and over again simply
because they had begun to
think for themselves became
too much for mc. It was even
more horrible to think of them
attacking each other (other
women) and themselves instead
of turning that energy and fury
on the real enemy.
The last two chapters of
the book, "Four Decades of
Fiction" and "Recent Non-
Fiction" deal with the image of
the lesbian as she projects
herself through recent liter-
ature. Here we are offered
some semblance of hope and
self-respect which grows and
increases until it culminates
in the Call for a Lesbian
Nation by Jill Johnston or in
the fighting spirit of a Rita
Mac Brown.
On the back cover blurb
Jane Rule describes herself
as an "angry mourner." Any
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Asked if the recent Supreme
Court decision upholding sodomy
laws had a negative effect,
Ms. Taylor acknowledged that it
did have some effect. "However,
she emphasized, "legislators
will not respond until they're
convinced that we're serious
about securing our rights."
She felt that NYSCGO's policy
of maintaining a consultant
lobbying presence in Albany is
beginning to pay off. "They
did face us head-on this year,"
she added, "and now they know
we'll be back again and again
and again."
CANWEMAKEIT WORKTHIS IME?
by A. EARL HERSHBERGER
The hot weather and humid-
ity did not deter the demon-
strators. The speakers somehow
were still sparkling--even at
five a.m. The rebuttal was
trite and homophobic. But it
worked. The Democrats were
sufficiently afraid and the
proposed "Gay Rights Plank" of
the party platform bit the" all
too familiar dust.
A candidate needs approxi-
mately thirteen hundred votes
to be nominated as the titular
head of his party and practical
(sic?) presidential pursuer.
Nationally our figures are
nearly 30,700 times as great
as those required to be nom-
inated for president. We are
nearly equal in numbers to
blacks, comprise a larger per-
centage of the population than
Chicanos and can be more visible
and militant than most of the
other minorities (after all,
how many annual parades, nation-
wide, do they have?). And we
are in every other minority.
But the politicians refuse to
see us or believe that we are
that numerous and diversified.
The Republicans, based in
their hidebound Judeo-Christian/
Capitalist/"What's right for
G-M is Right for America" link-
age, not only have totally
ignored us and the common man,
but they insist on drawing
their '76 party contest along
lines of absurdity. Which
would you prefer--the supporting
actor from "Bedtime for Bonzo"
or the last of Nixon's dirty
tricks?
It becomes fairly obvious
that the Democrats are our only
hope. (?)
In the mad race to get rid
of "Scoop" (who sounds more
like a Republican than a Demo-
crat) and transplant "Hubie"
(again) we have to insert our
pressure and get on the party
platform. We have to get the
candidates to take a position
stand on gay rights, and to
say so publically.
In order for the candidates
and delegates to be aware of
us we have to be visible and
vocal. We have to go to the
convention--in force.
A huge demonstration is
planned for Sunday, July 11th.
The only way that that show
of strength is going to succeed
is for us to show up in num-
bers that will keep, not only
New York, but the entire
country talking way past Xmas.
By the time this is in
print the Center will have a
bus to take us to New York for
that grand gathering. We
could make it two busses and
a caravan of cars—we could
with your help and support.
Call the Center for information
This time it will work—it
has to; for all of us. The
consequences of failure are
too frightening to allow us to
fail. Go to New York, go to
the party campaign headquarters
go to the candidates, to the
delegates. Take them a new
awareness of our numbers and
diversity. They won't do
anything for us if they can't
continually see us and hear
us. And no one else is doing
our shouting for us. We can
make it work this time, but
WE have to do it.
RIGHTS, cont.
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J& HAIR COLORING JK
{^y'WHERE HAIRSTYLES Z^
SAT. , JUNE 12--2 :OOPM--LESBIANS AND THE
W\l JVi_ HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
#Q How Lesbians can get quality health care/
/ lesbians as health care workers/gyneco-
( logical exams--pap tests discussed/health
I care for our children/etc.
jr ANNUAL GAY PRIDE DANCE
S\ 10:00PM-3 :00AM, $1.00 donation/beer and2% A P°P/ drawing for Gay Community Center'syT-3^%^;_ t/ "Unlimited Air Fare" raffle 1
\S jr.* jsnsJr*^~~^?l&L SUN. , june 13—annual gay pride picnic/ jftWll^l-fvoßk At Rustic Park Grove/100+ acres of PRIVATE 4VmK*t '2JMfJfm\L-AK grove/all the free beer and pop you canVsSBBr/ i\ drink/softball, fishing, etc. /food con-iszl cession--tickets in advance, $3.00, at the I
JUNE 6TH THRU 13TH
WEEKLONG ARTS AND CRAFTS SHOW DURING GAY PRIDE
SUN, , JUNE 6 8:00PM- WEEK—Artists, contact the Center—881-5335—: ' to submit your work, by June Ist.
RITA MAE BROWN SPEAKS poet and author,
admission is $2.00.
MON. , june 7--7:3OPM--MEN'S SEXUALITY/HEALTH *All events, except picnic, will be held at
WORKSHOP *-^c Gay Community Services Center, 1350 Main
Dealing with sexual variations/hang-ups/ St -' Buffal °' NY 14209, (716) 881-5335techniques;'exploring possible health
problems associated with being sexually
active--and what to do, just in case (men
only)
7:30PM —LESBIAN FEMINIST FORUM
A Forum for women who are concerned and
want, to understand and act on women's ■■■■■ ■HMHmB9MHBHHmMfIBMBMBSMQBnHHHHi
oppression in general and lesbian oppression 8n
in particular, (women only) Bn ll^B
t..c Iβ cruiseTUE. , JUNE 8— 7 :30PM—CLOSING THE GAP HttA (^^^l*4A chance for gay men of all ages to clear V V~V^&
the air on what keeps the 'old' apart from /%^Fr^^^-w^i?3
WED. , JUNE 9--7 :30PM—SISTERS OF SAPPHO fl
2ND BIRTHDAY PARTY '*^^L_J^i!«^^O^LWOMEN--bring your favorite dish (1) for a ~=3site^< £- I——^^^rr^^^^^XPot Luck Dinner and stick around for beer-- — Z*^-——films--music. Come celebrate with us!
(women only) FRIDAY, JULY 9TH AT 7PM
TMIID TTTMP in — TnrPTHTPUHPCo Joln us on an interesting and fun cruise aboard theinUrC. , JUNE 1U /.JUPM MEN S TOGETHERNESS privately chartered SS Miss Buffalo. Eat from our
NIGHT delicious buffet and enjoy music, dancing and a bar
Pot Luck Dinner, bring the best part of which w' n serving your favorite liquors. This 1
j. ~ „ ,-, , , . unique four hour event will be a pleasant chance "Iyour favorite menu! Followed by entertain- from the heat of Buffalo summer evenings. The'tide
ment/SOCializing will take y°° on an anything can happen adventure.
Call the Buffalo Gay Center to reserve your tickets.
Boat leaves and docks at Erie Basin
FRI. , JUNE 11—SISTERS OF SAPPHO DANCE Marina. Tickets are $10.00 per person.
10PM-2AM, $1.00 donation, beer and pop ■^^■■^^■■^^^■■■eei^Bi^Bß^^eßHe
travel news
provincetown
If you are planning a vacation in the New
England states this summer, Cape Cod has
most likely crossed your mind. A popular
resort on the Cape is Provincetown, the site
of the first Pilgrim's landing. What more
likely place for this predominately gay
community resort I Many of the motels, bars,
restaurants and businesses are owned and
operated by gay men and women and almost all
openly welcome the gay clientele.
One of the larger motel complexes is the
Crown and Anchor Inn at 247 Commercial St.,
the main drag. The C &A, on the water
front, incorporates a restaurant, five bars
and a swimming pool. A large disco, the
Back Room, starts swinging at 10PM and closes
at IAM.
Another popular motel is The Boat Slip
Motor Inn, at 161 Commercial St. Also on
the waterfront, the Boat Slip prides itself
on its afternoon activities. Afternoon
dances from 3 to 7 take place on the decks
around the swimming pool, which lead out to
the beach. In the evening, the restaurant
at the Boat Slip features live entertainment!
Throughout the day, the beach by the Boat
Slip is a popular place. For a more natural
setting, there is another gay beach at
Herring Cove. This clean beach, with fine
swimming, is closed in with sand dunes and
many dune trails for leisurely walks.
Among the many fine restaurants in
Provincetown is the Front Street Restaurant,
a moderately priced eatery at 230 Commercial.
In the higher priced bracket is the restau-
rant at the Boat Slip and the Clam Bake at
the Crown and Anchor, a restaurant run by
women. For vegetarians, there is an organic
restaurant called the Edwige.
Night life at Provincetown is by no means
dull. The many varied night spots offer
alternatives for just about anyone. Besides
the Back Room, there is another popular disco,
The Big Room, found at the Atlantic House
on Masonic Alley. An exciting show club is
the Medira Room at the Pilgrim House, which
plans to feature first rate entertainment
this year. A unique night club is Alterna-
tives at the S'il Vous Plait, which serves
an array of non-alcoholic drinks, a good
change from beer and Gin 'n Tonics. Alterna-
tives also features fine entertainment.
Among the many gay bars is a leather bar
opening at the Crown and Anchor, called Hell
Town. An interesting women's bar is the
Pied Piper, which offers live entertainment,
a good sized bar, and a deck opening onto
the beach. Most of the larger motels do have
bars.
CONT. PG. 13
m
MASS GAY
MARCH
&
RALLY
The New York State Coalition of Gay Organ-
izations (NYSCGO) has announced plans for a mass
protest march and rally Sunday, July 11th, at
Madison Square Garden, site of the 1976 Demo-
cratic National Convention. The demonstration
is being called to raise demands before the
public at a time when popular and media at-
tention will be focused on New York City.
NEW YORK CITY-JULY 11th
A bus will leave VViiiffiaL ff/j—"~^the Center at 10pm vA£
July 10 th and arrive W >»\.
in N.Y.C. early Sat. f / j -^—'""^evening. This bus I I Jl^^^s_X*^will leave N.Y.C. \ L J > J^^^^^Bpm Sunday evening. JUmi B
ROUNDTRIP FARE IS -se--"7 HSBt
ONLY $26.00. \ )^ W
All seats must be VT^"— Bffilled and paid for \X§|fl t^
by June 10th or trip 1 Wrwill be canceled and BF
all money refunded.
Please call the Center,
for more information.
ANNUAL GAY PRIDE MARCH
New York City
ASSEMBLE Christopher Street at Seventh Avenue
12 "- JUNE 27
ROUTE Froa Christopher Street to Sixth Avenueup Sixth Avenue to rally at Central Par!
HOUSING INFO Gay Switchboard - 924-4036Lesbian Switchboard - 741-2610
THE CHRISTOPHER STREET LIBERATION DAY COMMITTEE '76
201 WEST 13th STREET
NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 10011
All That Lisps is not Lavendar; Identification of Gay Men on
the Basis of Vocal Qualities by BERNARD HEALY
Stereotyping, which can be
defined as creating mental
images which lump together
members of a group and assoc-
iate them with particular
traits, is a fact of life.
Whether we like to admit it or
not, we all do it. In com-
plex societies like our own
some form of stereotyping is
probably necessary since we
cannot possibly deal with
every person we come in con-
tact with on a personal
level. While stereotypes are
not always pejorative (for
example, people often stereo-
type members of the clergy as
intrinsically good people),
they are very often used in a
negative manner to character-
ize groups that we are in
some way prejudiced against.
This article deals with a
specific stereotype held by
many Americans—namely,
that of the gay male. The
stereotype is familiar to most
of us. He is usually very
thin, delicate looking, and
walks with a swish. He is
impeccably dressed, though
his pants look as though they
were sprayed on. He is ex-
tremely limp-wristed and
talks like a girl. Although
he is not very mechanically
inclined, he is a whiz in
the kitchen. Give him an
apron and a house to clean
and he's happier than a pig
in shit! The stereotype
exists and is perpetuated in
some subtle and many not-so-
subtle ways: in the theatre
we have characters like
Emory in Mart Crowley's
Boys In The Band, cartoon
parodies in magazines, and
in journalistic reporting we
have examples such as the
following:
"You just gotta turn
on , yelled the girl in
the black satin gown as
she dragged a reluc-
tant homosexual onto the
dance floor of New
York's Le Jardin last
week. 'Let it hang
out. Let your body
feel itself.' While
his anxious gay lover
watched from a white
banquette, the odd
couple gyrated under
dizzily flashing strobe
lights. Knees bumped.
Hips bumped. Rumps
bumped until the per-
spiring gentleman dabbed
his brow with a lace-
trimmed handkerchief,
smiled gingerly and
conceded that it had
all been 'groovy.
(Newsweek, March 24,
1975: 89)"
I particularly wanted to
examine one aspect of the gay
stereotype , v namely, that gay
men speak with lispy, eff-
eminate voices. Two ques-
tions were posed. First, do
people stereotype others as
gay or straight on the basis
of their vocal qualities;
that is, would a person with
an effeminate sounding voice
be identified as gay or a
person with a masculine sound-
ing voice be identified as
straight? Second, is the
stereotype valid; that is,
can one actually determine
whether a person is gay or
straight on the basis of
vocal qualities?
In order to investigate
these questions the voices
of twenty men, ten gay and ten
straight, were recorded on
tape and later played to
fifty students from Millard
Fillmore College. In sel-
ecting the gay and straight
subjects random sampling
methods were not used because
there are no lists of gay or
straight individuals from
which to choose. Instead,
subjects were chosen who were
personally known to mc.
Since random sampling was not
used there was the danger
that the results of the tests
would be biased by choosing
gay men who all had masculine
sounding voices and straight
men with effeminate voices,
or vice versa. To avoid this
danger, I tried to get an equal
representation of effeminate
and masculine sounding voices
among both gays and straights.
Since masculinity and effem-
inacy are subjective charac-
teristics and what one person
considers to be extremely
effeminate may appear to
another as only moderately
effeminate or not effeminate
at all, this attempt was only
partially successful. In
the case of the gay men the
respondents classified them
as masculine sounding 53.2%
of the time, and as effeminate
sounding 46.8% of the time.
In the case of the straight
men the classification was
not as evenly divided: 69%
of the time they were class-
ified as masculine sounding,
while only 31% of the time
as effeminate sounding.
Two tests were admin-
istered to the fifty students,
approximately 12 days apart.
In the first test the respon-
dents listened to the tapes
and were asked to classify
the voices as either mas-
culine or effeminate sound-
ing, with the definition of
the two terms left up to the
individual respondent. They
were also asked to write down
the reasons why they class-
ified some voices as effem-
inate and others as masculine;
that is, what were the shared
characteristics of each group.
In the second test respon-
dents were asked to classify
the voices as homosexual/gay,
heterosexual/straight, or
undecided. The third cate-
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that this is the only type of
film that seems to be avail-
able for general consumption,
no pun intended.
Aren't there some intelli-
gent people out there who
could write, act in, direct,
film and do the sound for a
good erotic work that deals
with gay love and lifestyles?
Apparently not.
If you're planning to visit
Provincetown, write to the
Chamber of Commerce, Province-
town, Mass., 02857. If you
mention that you are gay,
they will be more than glad to
refer you to appropriate
accomodations and entertain-
ment. Also in Provincetown, is
the Homophile Assistance League
of Provincetown, Box 674
(tel: 617-4879633), which oper-
ates out of the Owl's Nest
Guest House at 130 Commercial
St., and the Women's Center
at 14 Center St. (Tel: 617-487-
-3344). We thank H.A.L.P. for
their assistance in compiling
this guide to Provincetown.
We have only mentioned a few
of the many establishments in
Provincetown, so happy exploring!
gory was included primarily
for those respondents who
honestly felt that a person's
socio-sexual orientation
could not be determined on
the basis of vocal patterns.
In addition, they were asked
to specify the basis for
their classification; i.e.,
what were the shared charac-
teristics of the gays as
opposed to the straights.
Finally, they were asked
whether or not they thought
vocal patterns were good in-
dicators of a person's sex-
ual orientation. In both the
Masculine/Effeminate test
(M/Ef) and the Gay/Straight
(G/S) test subjects were
ranked on the basis of fre-
quency of identification with
regard to the specific
characteristics.
In regard to the first
question, "Do people stereo-
type others on the basis of
vocal qualities?", by com-
paring the subjects rank
order on the M/Ef test with
their rank order on the G/S
test, I found that this
stereotype is still alive
and operative. There was an
extremely high correlation
(.92 of a possible 1.00
using the Spearman's Rank
Order Correlation Test) be-
tween identification as
effeminate sounding and gay
and masculine sounding and
straight. In character-
izing the effeminate/gay
voices the respondents used
such terms as 'sweet speech,,
'stereotyped faggish voice',
'high pitched', and 'soft';
while the masculine/straight
voices were characterized
by such terms as 'natural,,
1coarse', 'rough', 'lower
pitch,, and 'louder , .
In turning to the val-
idity of the stereotype and
its usefulness in actually
identifying gay men I found
very little correlation be-
tween identification as 'gay,
and the subjects actual orien-
tation. The gay subjects were
correctly identified as such
only one-third of the time.
The straight subjects were
correctly identified as such
two-thirds of the time. Thus,
while the respondents were
fairly accurate in their iden-
tification of straight men,
they were not nearly as
successful in identifying the
gay men.
Finally, in response to
the question, "Do you feel
that vocal qualities are good
indicators of one's sexual
orientation?" 9 respondents
answered 'yes' while 41
answered 'no1. However, of
the 41 who felt that vocal
qualities were not good indi-
cators of a person's sexual
orientation only two followed
through on their conviction by
consistently choosing 'unde-
cided' in the G/S test.
This project was very
limited in its scope, and
thus, limited in its implica-
tions. However, a few obser-
vations can be made. For one
thing, this study lends
scientific credence to what
most of us in the gay commun-
ity already knew, namely, that
the stereotype of the lispy
sounding gay male is simply
not an accurate portrayal.
Yet, efforts of gay liber-
ationists notwithstanding,
the stereotype persists. On
an intellectual level people
are willing to concede the
inaccuracy of the stereotype,
but at the gut, emotional
level they fall back on the
stereotype. Thus, if one
goal concerning the gay liber-
ation movement is to eradicate
erroneous stereotypes of the
gay population, this study
indicates that this effort
still has a long way to go.
EDITORIAL,cont.
PROVINCETOWN, cont.
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\ "... the range of menswear,
SmZUIIIIi<S[ season after season, continues to be
accolades in men's fashions ..."
Mon.-Sat. lO'3Oam-6pm
SHORT SHOTS
What's That?
Two teenage girls attending a Laura Nyro
concert in Passic, N.J., were overheard
having the following dialogue:
First: "I heard at her last concert she
said to the audience, "I hear there are
a lot of rumors going around that I'm
a lesbian. I'd like to put them to rest
I am.,"
Second: "What's a lesbian?"
(Majority Report)
Child Custody Film
A film company in Los Angeles is doing re-
search and fund-raising for a film about
lesbian mothers and child custody, to be pro-
duced in the summer of 1976. The company,
IRIS FILMS, is eager to hear from women who
have been or are now involved in Lesbian
Mother's child custody cases. Anyone inter-
ested in participating or in contributing funds
to the starting of the film should contact
Iris Films, P.O. Box 26463, Los Angeles, CA,
90026.
(GPU NEWS)
Brief Bank
The Hastings Gay-Law Students Association
is establishing a collection of legal briefs
filed in cases affecting gay rights. These
materials, collected in a "brief bank", will
be housed at the Hastings Law School Library
and will be available for use by individuals
and attorneys fighting for gay rights. Topics
to be covered by the collection will include:
custody rights of gay parents, employment and
housing discrimination, and defenses to lewd
conduct and solicitation charges, as a few
examples. Donations of such legal materials
are sought to make up the collection. Mem-
oranda of points and authorities, appellate
briefs and other legal papers are needed.
Materials or requests for information should
be sent to: Hastings Gay-Law Students, 198
McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA, 94102.
Krupsak Up Front
At the N.Y. State Capitol on "Lesbian
Rights Day" (Wed., 4/28), Lt. Gov. Mary Ann
Krupsak declared her support for gay rights
legislation. In her message to the group of
women gathered in Albany, the Lt. Gov. empha-
sized that discrimination against gays is
"an outright denial of total human dignity
and worth." In past years, the N.Y. State
legislature has consistently failed to enact
legislation that would repeal sodomy and
solicitation laws and outlaw discrimination
based on sexual preference.
Final Solution
Congresswoman Elizabeth Holtzman of
Brooklyn's 16th District has agreed, at the
urging of the Gay Activists Alliance, to amend
her bill authorizing the exclusion or depor-
tation of aliens who engaged in the perse-
cution of others on account of race, religion,
or national origin during the Nazi period. In
a letter Jan. 7, GAA President David Thorstad
had urged that the congresswoman add the words
"sexual orientation" to her bill "as a way
of calling attention to the common fate met
by Jews, gypsies, homosexuals, Jehovah's
Witnesses, and others" in the Nazi concentration
camps. "After years during which the facts
about Nazi persecution of homosexuals have
been overlooked and suppressed," Thorstad
wrote, "it is now becoming increasingly under-
stood that homosexuals were among the most
persecuted of all groups under the Nazis. As
early as 1933, thousands were rounded up and
herded into concentration camps. Indeed,
the 'final solution1 to the Jews was first
carried out against homosexuals." Thorstad
is co-author of the book The Early Homosexual
Rights Movement (1864-1935), in which the
Nazi persecution of homosexuals and gay activist
groups is described. Rep. Holtzman, in a
letter of Feb. 17, thanked Thorstad for "bring-
ing this matter to my attention," and said:
"I agree with you that the atrocities committed
by the Nazis upon homosexuals should not be
condoned and therefore, when the bill comes
before the House Immigration Subcommittee, I
would expect to amend it accordingly."
The Latest
We happened upon this nifty ad in a local
sporting goods store brochure —is it the
latest in swim wear?:
Profiles
Gay activist Mark Freedman gave many insights
on homophobia in a current issue of Body
Politic. Among them were: "Psychiatrists
have given clients injections of paralyzing
drugs to 'help' them abolish homosexual
tendencies. Despite the declaration of the
American Psychiatric Association that homo-
sexuality is not a sickness, many psychothera-
pists are still trying to convert gay clients
to heterosexuality or helping them adjust
to their 'handicap." And..."A national
research poll on social attitudes found an
association between homophobia and political
conservatism. People who would not want a
book by a homosexual author in the public
library or a gay teacher in the local school
system would also reject blacks, communists,etc., etc...".
(Body Politic)
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Swimsuits designed
for Men Who Love
Water Sports
Untouchables
It is common practice in Europe for small
groups of muscular young men to exchange
embraces and even kisses on every weekend
when one of their teammates scores a goal
at soccer. Such behavior has come under sharp
attack from England's football association,
which fears that Britain's reputation as
"a nation of firm-lipped untouchables" is in
jeopardy. Accordingly, England's football
association has drafted on-the-field standards
for its soccer players to downplay "demon-
strations of pleasure." Predictably, the
London press believes this practice was
"something the British footballer learned
from the foreigner."
(Parade Magazine)
Go Away
In our recent New York Primary, gay rights
demonstrators began chanting while presidential
aspirant Henry Jackson was speaking out on
his solutions to unemployment. The quick
tempered senator blurted out, "Go and have
your own rally. Our people want hard work.
We don't want gay work. We don't want gay
jobs. You have your gay jobs. You just do
your own thing and stay away." It should be
brought to the senator's attention that few
sociologists have ever drawn a relationship
between homosexuality and unemployment.
(Advocate)
Victory
Jean O'Leary, National Coordinator of the
National Gay Task Force (NGTF) has been
elected to Morris Udall's delegate slate.
This significant victory makes O'Leary the
first openly gay delegate thus far selected
for the Democrat's July Convention in New
York City.
(Advocate)
Ethics
A questionnaire was presented to more
than 400 American editors in order to obtain
an overall view of their political philoso-
phies and journalistic ethics. The two
questions concerning journalistic ethics were
very revealing. The editors were asked
whether they would have printed the story
on the gay man who deflected a gun aimed at
President Ford if they had the information
and no one else did. 126 said Yes, and 383
said No. On the other hand, if some other
newspaper had printed it first, would they
then use the 5t0ry...344 said Yes, and only
91 No.
(Assoc Press)
Gay Cops
The results of a survey of various police
departments and their hiring practices toward
gay officers has been released by Mark
Segal's Gay Raiders. The majority of city
police officials indicated acceptance of gay
men and women as prospective recruits. One
very negative remark came from police chief
Richard Rowan of St. Paul, Minn. He wrote,
"If our (psychological) testing identifies
persons with abnormal tendencies, they are
encouraged to seek employment elsewhere."
(Gay Raider News)
Ironic
Singer-Actor Elvis Presley was recently
offered two and one half million dollars to
take the starring role in a film about the
late film idol Rudolph Valentino. When re-
searchers working for his manager Colonel
Parker found that Valentino had been known
as gay, Presley sent the contract back un-
signed on Parker's advice.
(GPU News)
Target
Four members of the Italian Gay Organ-
ization Fuoril, are suing Pope Paul VI for
over $20,000 after he publicly denounced
homosexual behavior, and thereby insulted
homosexuals themselves, "using slanderous
and spiteful expressions." (In response to
an article in an Italian weekly magazine that
told of a gay relationship in the Pope's past,
Paul VI told a large crowd of worshippers
that he had been made "the target of scorn and
horrible and slanderous insinuations.")
(Body Politic)
Warmth
Veteran actor Charles Laughton is the
subject of a newly released biography author-
ized by Charles Higham. The book reveals
Charles Laughton's homosexuality, verified
by his wife, Elsa Lanchester. She relates
stories of providing warmth, hospitality,
and friendship to many of her husband's
lovers. Charles Laughton is probably best
remembered for his portrayal of Captain
Bligh in "Mutiny On The Bounty".
Men Only
A national men's conference will be held
July 30 —Aug. 1, on the Penna. State Univ.
campus in University Park, Pa. Through films,
workshops, support groups, etc., participants
will hopefully break through some of the
barriers between men. For more info write:
Bob Lewis, Academic Coordinator—S-22 Human
Development Bldg.—Penn State U.--University
Park, Pa., 16802.
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Sunday newspaper scattered
colored inks cold off the presses
my legs crossed against my love of my body.
poems seen through the veil
of Catholicism's waste.
the muse knocking,
warming my thighs, teaching mc reverence
for the glory of mass ...tur...bay... shun. Shun
your eyes, eat with closed senses.
read the bible. Know your sin, as every drop
of Christmas gravy overhears the sound of your tears.
unbidden, my hand slips beneath the table,
searching for my napkin,
in your lap. come, yes, come
come cover mc, wipe the gravy from my mouth,
touch the soft recesses of my youth,
hidden inside twenty-five years of group incest at the dinner table.
Conventions of rape.
screams of sexual need taking away from the day,
away from the morning and its light of resurrection.
hang on this cross, you shall not perish in the arms of anyone,
but your father. you shall not find joy, we will see to it.
your father's hands do not touch
and the waste of you is fed to the dog. to feed her erotic notions.
parched lips in the night,
hidden under blankets, heat up high,
the wound is only a dream,
half remembered in the dawn.
sun burns open my eyes and there is no answer,
there is no milk warm enough to match my mother's.
there is no breast save the watermelons you once used as your
only pillow.
faces in mirrors serve only to remind that you are
not allowed out of your father's bed.
no child will rock the senses of your uterus.
your screams go on unheeded.
come my child, come, come, come, come, to daddy.
come with mommy. come to daddy, succumb to lust. succumb
to your father's rape of your favorite friend,
your cat. succumb
to daddy. so come to daddy.
come.
Starlight screaming in the void, /
And we all ignore the implications J
of the sound of stars, t
Feigning immortality. *^~J\
While Saturday night dances
display us all in gilded armors,
embroidering counterfeit immunity to age
Spirit weary of this time,
I will not communicate the truth.
So, Beware! Do not mistake
my leisure
for timidity.
donna serbert
If you profess a love of mc
love also, the cadaver within mc,
the blackness which creeps like moss,
where no eyes will ever see.
Yes, love the cadaver, as well as the niceness
you believe to be mc.
I have walked your darkness
through mountains
of splintered glass
and carried dried roses from their grave
to a plastic bag to preserve the greatness
of their bloomed glory.
Yes. I am bargaining--
my cadaver heart for your darkness.
Yes. I dare deal with love--
love my walking dead heart,
and we will breathe spring,
and I will preserve the roses,
and pick up the glass,
and you will not bleed.
Donna Serbert is an undergraduate student at
Erie Community College City Campus In Buffalo,
New York majoring in English and Creative
Writing. She has had work published in Ethos
and City magazines and is now a member of the
sth Freedom Collective.
this night in a stranger's house
not a cleaving
not a lover
just a part of the leaving
I tiptoe across the wooden floor
and I am overwhelmed
by the memory of pheasants
brown and camouflaged
on ice in the Niagara River
looking like sagebrush on a lonely desert
only they are all the wrong colors/all the wrong climate
and I see there are those words again right and wrong
it's no v;onder it is the eve of ambivalence the eve of the waking lionIf I could throw away right and wrong I would for mc for us.
this night in a stranger's house
not a cleaving
not a lover
just part of the leaving
is my memory of camouflaged birds and camouflaged words
except f0r...1 love you.
=^/3 ' Artwork by Dode Braun
with sexual-political identi-
fication and to the absence
among them of a gay liberation
movement—or indeed, of any
gay or otherwise revolutionary
sexual politics whatsoever.
A curious sidelight of all
this is the frequently heard
complaint of certain Berkeley
girls that (and I paraphrase):
the boys get it on with older
(gay) men who lavish all sorts
of good things on them—energy,
time, affection, knowledge,
money, caring—who care about
them, that is, in a variety
of important ways, while there
seem to be no older (gay)
women who take an interest in
us--just a lot of selfish
older (straight) men trying to
take sexual, or other material,
advantage.
Buffalo, January 4, 1976. Back
to the very cold, I feel de-
pressed. Cold seems to be
my Room 101, the "worst
thing in the world," as O'Brien
says in 1984, "varying from
individual to individual," to
escape which a human being
will even, at the last moment,
betray the Revolution or her
or his best friend. I am
less and less tolerant of it
as I grow older and more sen-
sitive, as exquisitely aware,
for instance, of depressed
surroundings as I was, just
last week, of lively, exalted
ones. (Continuing to come
out as a poet, which for mc
has been much longer and harder
than coming out gay, I find
myself more and more in need
of warmth and sun and the
play of light and feeling on
sensuous forms--in the exciting/
inviting presence of which
certain as yet unborn poems
are silently nurtured, I'm not
sure just how.) I want to talk
with somebody about this, but
the few people in Buffalo who
I'm sure will both listen and
know what I'm talking about,
are either still on vacation
or at work. No comfort till
evening. And even then...
At a loss, I start writing
a letter to Fan, with my usual
sort of "heading"--place, time,
weather report, a few patches
of local color (or colorless-
ness, as in the present case),
a few sharp words on just how
(bad) I feel here at this
moment, and suddenly I'm aware
that I'm already feeling
better. Not good exactly, but
less depressed, less scattered,
less clotted, less congested,
less at a loss to do something
about my depression. At least
I'm moving. Wow! (But this
should come as no surprise.
I've only proved one more
time--to my own, perceptibly
growing, satisfaction--one of
the axioms of gestalt therapy:
that awareness is, ipso facto,
therapeutic.)
January 5. It's certainly not
that there's no one in Buffalo
I find interesting, nor that
I feel I've already met them
all. It's just that I have no
idea when or how I'll meet
another. My experience here
has been disappointing: viz.
when I do meet somebody inter-
esting, chances are he or she
won't introduce mc to anyone
else I'll find interesting--
cither because he or she
doesn't know any such person or
because I already know all the
interesting people he or she
knows. Whereas I got the
feeling last month that San
Francisco consists largely of
immense, intersecting, inter-
connecting circles of friends
whom I'd find interesting—one
soon leading to another, and
regardless of occupational,
racial, ethnic, class, or
even gay-straight, lines. For
instance, an interesting gay
white male Jewish lawyer was
just as likely to introduce mc
to an interesting straight
black female Catholic sculptor
as to another interesting
gay white male Jewish lawyer.
Meeting an interesting person
in San Francisco, I could
almost count on him or her to
introduce mc before long to
another one. I came to feel
that this pattern could repeat
itself endlessly--and would,
if I lived out there; that
without ever going outside
the circles of friends, and
friends' friends, etc., of
the people I already knew,
I'd meet, or at least be able
to meet, a lifetime of inter-
esting people--and that if I
had quite a few lifetimes to
live, I'd eventually meet,
just by following this pattern,
every one of the thousands of
interesting people of San
Francisco.
I'm not saying that Buffalo
contains fewer interesting
people than San Francisco. I
could have no way of knowing.
Maybe all I'm saying, in fact,
is that Buffalo is less "cos-
mopolitan"--that people tend
to mix less here, to know
fewer others, or, more cru-
cially perhaps, to confine
their acquaintanceship more
strictly within conventional
categorics—i.e., to have
fewer different kinds of
acquaintances. Or maybe folks
here are just not as outgoing--
are, in other words, less
revealing; less self-confident
and consequently, less
trusting. And maybe, in fact,
there's good cause for this--
maybe there's more to be
afraid of here. Interesting-
ness seems to be one of the
qualities, like gayness, that
local citizens keep in the
closet. A Buffalonian, I
think, is unlikely to "come
out" as interesting until
you've known him or her quite
a while and a feeling of trust
has grown between you. I
shouldn't be surprised if in
this town one could know a man
for years, and even like him,
without ever dreaming he's
interesting. Perhaps he
doesn't even know it himself.
lesbian, any woman who reads
Lesbian Images must also take
that stance if we are not to
repeat the cycle of repression
that kills so many of our kind
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GAY COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER
CPT 3801 N. Ocean Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33308
PHONE (305) 566-4376
Enjoy the Florida Fun and Sun in a friendly,
informal atmosphere. Comfortable rooms and apart-
ments. Your hosts are Pete and Ed.
ROOMETTES o PVt DRESSING ROOMS ° UOCKERSSAUNA& SHOWERS LOUNGES
Icffflinu/
both/.
fOO BAYSTREET TORONTOESIDE THE BUS TERMINAL
ALWAYS OPEN
<!Hhil9SHlJftl!M)
ANYONE interested in joining
a social group/rap group/UUA
Gay Caucus chapter/something
for bi/gay/sexual people which
will be meeting at the Uni-
tarian Church, please leave
your name at the Center,
(881-5335).
•
NATIONAL GAY personal ad list-
ings. Publication for all
lonely boys and girls any age.
Many nude photos. Latest
issue and ad form $1.00 from:
Broad Street Journal, Box
337, Milliken,Co 80543
•
VISITING PHILADELPHIA? Two
landmarks: Drury Lane, fine
French food, great drinks,
sophisticated crowd, 1302
Drury; Allegro, 1412 Spruce,
three floors, disco, drinks,
game rooml
EUROPE'S FAVORITE GAY NEWS-
PAPER, has something for you!
Handsome Studs, Tender Chicken,
and lots of MALE NUDES! Plus
100's of "Outrageously Personal"
Classified Ads from GAY GUYS
around the world! Turn on
with the Amsterdam Gayzette
(International GAY Newspaper).
Send $1 for BIG current edition.
AMSTERDAM GAYZETTE, Dept-FNY,
704 Santa Monica Blvd, Santa
Monica, CA, 90401, USA.
•
JERRY SIMINSKI or anyone
knowing his whereabouts--please
contact Heddie Swanson and
Martha Magill, c/o Gay Commun-
ity Services Center, 1350
Main St., Buffalo, NY 14209.
ISTH FREEDOM classified rates Iare .10/word, $1.00 minimum. I
' oreciousgems &
metals
\
FROM OUR SELECTION:
Pendant with 14K yellow gold lambda
inlaid into sterling silver oval disc
MAIL ORDERS WELCOMED
Tuesday-Saturday 9:30-6:00
716 - 886-13001053 Elmwood Avenue ■ Buffalo. New York
I s'4Tt//?Z;'4Y A,JT£ SUPPORTS: 9BL Mi J I counseling, publications,e G & medical advice, info, HJMrtwlP I bookstore, library, speakersXL I bureau and much more. Please
Sfl I support us.
/subscribe!
■ THE I
I sth FREEDOM
send to:
FIFTH FREEDOM
P.O. BOX 975
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 1420 5
subscription rates/1 year
mailed in plain envelope
_$5 for non-members
_$3 for members of MSNF
_$7.50 first class
Canada
name
address
city state
BUFFALO
MATTACHINE SOCIETY OF THE NIAGARA FRONTIER
Box 975 Ellicott Station, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205
Center located at 1350 Main (at Utica) 716-881-5335 - 2 to 10 PM
Meetings the first and third Sunday of the month at BPM
SISTERS OF SAPPHO - same information as above
Meetings the second and fourth Tuesdays of the month at BPM
GAY LIBERATION FRONT AT SUNYAB (GLF)
College F (Tolstoy) House, Winspear Avenue 716-831-5386
Meetings every Monday at BPM
STUDENT ALLIANCE FOR GAY EQUALITY (SAGE)
U.S.G., Buffalo State, 1300 Elmwood Avenue
Call 716-862-6701 for information on activities
Toronto
COMMUNITY HOMOPHILE ASSOCIATION OF TORONTO (CHAT)
199 Church Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
416-862-1544 or 862-1169
Social Centre (same address) Dances, Friday & Saturday
Women's dances on Thursday Evenings
TORONTO GAY ALLIANCE TOWARD EQUALITY (GATE)
193 Carlton St., Toronto MSA2K7, Ontario, Canada
416-961-9389 - information distribution
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
29 Granby St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
416-364-9799 or 364-9835 - counseling, referrals, etc.
Sunday Services at BPM held at Church of the Holy Trinity
in the Eaton complex off Younge St. (between Dundas & Albert)
Fredonia
GAY HOT LINE
Call 716-673-4230
Hours: Wednesday & Thursday - 9PM to Midnight
Friday & Saturday - 9PM to 4Am
Ithaca
CORNELL GAY LIBERATION
Room 28, Willard Straight Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca 14850
607-256-6482
GAY PEOPLE'S CENTER
306 East State Street, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
607-277-0306
Rochester
GAY ALLIANCE OF THE GENESEE VALLEY
713 Monroe Avenue, Room 4, Rochester, N.Y. 14607, 716-244-8640
GAY BROTHERHOOD - same address
716-244-8640, Meetings 7:3OPM Sunday, Peer counseling weeknights
LESBIAN RESOURCE CENTER - same address
716-244-9030, Meetings first & third Wednesdays of month, 7:3OPM
DIGNITY
Box 8295, Rochester, N.Y. 14607, 716-458-8628
Catholic Mass for gays every Sunday, SPM, at St. Lukes Church,
17 South Fitshugh Street, followed by a social hour
